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Abstract 
Here we prove a lifting from a characteristic p field to the Witt vectors for suitable blowing 
ups, X,, of P” to obtain (if p > n) the Kodaira vanishing needed for the extension in character- 
istic p of results on suitable embeddings of X, proved by Geramita et al. [3]. 
The aim of this note is to give a partial answer (i.e. the expected answer, but only for 
large primes p) to a characteristic p question raised in [3, Section 33, about certain 
projective embeddings of certain rational smooth varieties, X,; we need to assume 
p > dim(X,). Let K be an algebraically closed based field. Fix integers n 2 2, s > 0, 
and a finite subset A = {Pi, . . . ,P,} of P”. Let X, (or, more precisely, X,.,) be the 
blowing-up ofP” at A. Let Ei, 1 I i I s, be the exceptional divisors of X, and E,, c X, 
the total transform of the hyperplane divisor of P”. Fix positive integers mi, 1 I i I s, 
and set D,:= tE, - CimiEi. If t is large, D, is a very ample divisor. To obtain a very 
strong result [3, Theorem 3.31 on the corresponding embedding (i.e. that if t is 
sufficiently large the homogeneous coordinate ring @ ,.ZoHo(X,,rDt) is Co- 
hen-MaCaulay) authors of [3] had to assume characteristic 0 to use Kodaira 
vanishing on X,. They explained in [3, Remark 3.43 that the use of Kodaira vanishing 
was the only obstruction to carry over their proof in characteristic p. Here we will 
show that Kodaira vanishing is true on X, if p > n:= dim(X,) and hence that [3, 
Theorem 3.31, is true in characteristic p if p > n. It is known (the first proof being in 
[4], the second one in [2] and a proof of a much stronger result being contained in [ 1, 
Corollary 2.23) that to prove Kodaira vanishing for X, when p > dim(X,) it is 
sufficient to lift X, to the Witt vectors of the base field. This is exactly what we will 
show here. From now on, we assume char(K) = p > 0. The essential use of the quoted 
result from [4], [2] or [l] is the only source of our restriction p > n. Let W(K) be the 
ring of Witt vectors over K. Since K is perfect, W(K) is a complete DVR with K as 
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residue field. Note that P” is defined over the integers (hence certainly it can be lifted to 
the Witt vectors W(K) of K). Every K-point P of P” can be lifted to W(K) in the 
following obvious way; if P = (1; aI; . . ; a”), just take any bi E W(K), 1 I i I n, with 
image ai for the quotient map. Hence we obtain a subset AWcK) of P”( W(K)). Let L be 
the algebraic closure of the field of quotients of the domain W(K). Let Y,,, be the 
blowing up of P”(W(K)) along AWtK). Note that the equations in P” x Pn-’ of the 
blowing up of P” at a point, Q, defined over a ring R, are defined over R. Hence we see 
that the equations of Y,,, in the product of P”(L) and s copies of P”- ‘(L) are defined 
over W(K). Thus Y,,, is the smooth lifting of Xs,A to W(K) we were looking for. 
We stress the existence for positive (large) characteristic of the vanishing theorems 
given in [l, Section 23 (more general than just Kodaira vanishing). These theorems 
seem to be potentially very useful and may be applied to the blowing ups varieties of 
P” which are studied so much in the last few years. 
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